
 

  Learning at Home during School Closures for P3 
  Monday 15/06/20 
DAILY ACTIVITIES 

 

Mon 

PE: Joe Wicks (Body Coach) at 9am. 
https://www.thebodycoach.com/blog/pe-with-joe-1254.html  
  

Literacy 
 

Spelling 
Learning Intention: I can spell words with ear and air sounds.  
Steps to Success:  
1. I can read the words with air, ear sounds. 
2. I can spell words with air, ear sounds. 
3. I know the meaning of the spelling words. 
   
Resources: worksheet, pencil. 

 
Activities:  
This week we have two sounds: air as in hair and ear as in 
hear. 
1. Saying the sounds. 
When saying air you need to say ai-r. When saying ear you 
need to say ea-r. In Scottish English the sound r should be 
clearly heard. 
 
2. Use the worksheet to find your spelling words for this 
week. Check that you know the meaning of the words. 
 
3. Challenge: 
Find other words that have the same spelling pattern: 
* same letter order; 
* same way of saying the sounds. For example, although earth 
has the same letters, they don’t make ear sound, as in hear. 

 
Maths/Numeracy 

 
Measure (Mass, Volume)   
   
Learning Intention: I can use my estimation 
skills and begin to understand standard units 
for mass and volume  
  
Key Vocabulary: mass, volume, gram, kilogram, 
millilitre, litre  
  
Resources: paper, pencil, collection of household 
items, a container with 1 litre of water, scales  
   
Activity: Collect a set of items around the house, 
ten would be a good number. It can help to find 
things like bags of pasta and rice that are exactly 
500g, 250g, 5g etc.  
  

1. Explain that we can find mass by 
weighing something (we will further 
distinguish mass and weight later in school).  
2. Arrange the items by mass, starting with 
the litre of water in the middle, take a note 
by drawing or taking a picture.  
3. Notice that the litre of water is 1 
kilogram, or 1000 grams.  

Adjustment: If your child is not ready 
for numbers beyond 100, focus on ½ and ¼ 

 
Science 

  
Forces Mini Topic 

 
Learning Intention: I can investigate how 
much force it takes to move different masses.   
  
Note: In school we would use force meters 
to standardise the pushes and pulls, but as they are 
not common household items I have had 
to simplify things somewhat! If you would like to 
make the activity more scientific, you can standardise 
the force used using a pendulum to push or a rubber 
band to pull.  
   
Resources: items of varying mass or 
weight, measuring tape, paper, pencil  
  
Warm Up: Go around your home and think of all 
of the items that you couldn’t move with a push with 
all of your strength.  
  
You could play this game to review the concept of 
forces.  
https://www.scootle.edu.au/ec/viewing/L700/index.h
tml  
  
Activity: We are going to investigate how 
far something moves when you give it a pushes of 

https://www.thebodycoach.com/blog/pe-with-joe-1254.html
https://www.scootle.edu.au/ec/viewing/L700/index.html
https://www.scootle.edu.au/ec/viewing/L700/index.html


Reading 
Reading for Information 

  
Learning Intention: I can read a text and select key 
information. 
Steps to Success: 
1. I can explore different texts. 
2. I can explain the information presented in the texts. 
3. I can name different types of texts I have been looking at. 
4. I can find similarities and differences between the texts. 
 
Resources: none of these should be printer – too much 
coloured ink. Use them on screen for the discussion. 
* computer and the Internet access; 
* Spot the Dangers picture; 
* posters; 
* Sun, Sea and Beach information. 
  
Activity:   
This week we are learning to find information using a 
selection of non-fiction texts. Remember, a text is anything 
that provides us with information, including illustrations.  
 
1. All of the provided texts follow the same theme. Read and 
explore the texts carefully. Discuss the information with your 
adults.  
What is the main idea of the text?  
 
2. Find similarities and differences between these texts. This 
should include the information, the features of each text and 
the lay out.  
 
3. You can create a Venn diagram about the similarities and 
differences between these texts. Share it on Teams. 
 

kg and “grams are to measure small things” up to 
100g  

4. Now estimate how many grams are in 
the other items. Remind the children that 
estimating is using information you already 
know to help you guess.  
5. Challenge: Use a set of scales to check 
your answers.  
6. Now arrange them by volume, or how 
big they are. Does anything move?  

  
Key Question: If something is bigger, does it 
weigh more?  
  
Challenge: You could make your own balance 
scale by following these instructions:  
https://www.thoughtco.com/kid-science-make-
a-balance-scale-2086574  
    
 

different force  
  
1. Prepare a smooth surface on the ground. We are 
going to investigate how far some things move when 
you push them.  

  
  
2. Prepare a table, then push and measure how far 
the item travels and note it in the table. The tricky 
part is making sure that your medium push is always 
the same amount of force!  
 

  Size of Force  

Item  Tiny  Small  Medium  Big  Massive  

Book  X  10cm  30cm  70cm  350cm  

Chair  X  X  X  1cm  10cm  

Couch  X  X  X  X  3cm  

 

3. Challenge: Weigh the items to find their mass, and 
take a note if they are smooth, or if they roll  
  
Adjustment: If the weather is nice, you can go outside 
and remember a throw is a kind of push! Without a 
measuring tape, use non-standard measure like steps 
or hand-spans  
   

https://www.thoughtco.com/kid-science-make-a-balance-scale-2086574
https://www.thoughtco.com/kid-science-make-a-balance-scale-2086574


 

Key Questions: What is more important for the force 
that you use to move an object – volume or mass?  
Why do objects that roll or have smooth surfaces 
move further?  

  
Challenge: This online game is a fun way to play 
with the concept, though it can get tricky!  
  
https://pbskids.org/ruff/sports/game  
  
For Thursday: We will be further investigating 
FRICTION, so it would help to have a toy car or 
something that can roll.   
 

https://pbskids.org/ruff/sports/game

